### PHASE 1: Migration to a Single Adjudicative System
- **Key Capabilities Stream**
  - **DISS**
    - Initial deployment to Full Deployment (FD) (WHIS/4th Estate to Industry)
    - All new cases are adjudicated in DISS and open cases are worked in legacy CATS systems
    - Closed cases are migrated to DISS from legacy CATS
    - NBI, CV, PDR, DDI, JPAS interfaces are enabled
  - **CATS/CATS Portal**
    - Legacy CATS runs in parallel with DISS
    - Legacy CATS/CATS Portal are taken offline (all versions)
  - **JPAS**
    - Subject search for Security Officers are conducted in JPAS
    - Subject management activities are conducted within JPAS (Access, visits, foreign relationships, indoc/debrief)
    - Incidents are logged in JPAS and migrated to DISS

### PHASE 2: DISS Enterprise Subject Management
- **Key Capabilities Stream**
  - **DISS**
    - Subject management activities are conducted within DISS (Access, visits, foreign relationships, indoc/debrief)
    - Due process is managed within DISS
    - Subject search for Security Officers are conducted in DISS
    - Adjudicative documents are available within DISS
  - **CATS/CATS Portal**
    - Legacy CATS Decommission
  - **JPAS**
    - JPAS is transitioned to a read only system

### PHASE 3: Establishment of a Single System of Record
- **Key Capabilities Stream**
  - **DISS**
    - All functions and interfaces are available within DISS
  - **CATS/CATS Portal**
    - Systems are offline
  - **JPAS**
    - JPAS is taken offline